PUBLICATIONS


Irina Manta, A Horse is Not Always a Horse, of Course, 65 FLORIDA LAW REVIEW FORUM 1 (2013); Hedonic Trademarks, 74 OHIO STATE LAW JOURNAL 241 (2013).


COMMENTARY

Alafair Burke authored an article in the Huffington Post: “What You May Not Know About the Zimmerman Verdict: The Evolution of a Jury Instruction.”

Eric Freedman’s Letter to the Editor, “Surveillance, in a Search for Safety,” was published by THE NEW YORK TIMES.

Julian Ku published a short commentary at Forbes.com: “The Supreme Court Unanimously Rejects Universal Jurisdiction,” and, with George Conway, contributed an Op-Ed, “When Corporate Defendants Go on Offense,” to the WALL STREET JOURNAL.

Irina Manta contributed blog posts to Concurring Opinions: “Hello and Musings on Rhetoric and Labeling in the Post-Snowden Era (Part 1 & 2).”

PRESENTATIONS

Ronald Colombo delivered a talk, “The Naked Private Square,” at the Annual Law & Religion Roundtable held at Stanford Law School on June 27.

Susan Fortney gave a presentation, “Ethics 2013: Who, How, Why, What (and Not) Marking a Path Through Ethical Pitfalls,” at a New York State Bar Association CLE program on June 12. Professor Fortney also presented her research on an empirical study of incorporated law firms at an interactive program sponsored by Fordham and Touro Law Schools on June 18. Finally, she spoke on professional responsibility and lawyer accountability at the 39th ABA National Conference on Professional Responsibility, on June 1.

Monroe Freedman spoke in San Juan to the Puerto Rico Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers about Ethics in Criminal Law Practice on August 8.

Leon Friedman served on the faculty of the Practising Law Institute’s 15th Annual Supreme Court Review: October 2012 Term held on July 30 in New York City.

Joanna Grossman delivered a presentation “The Mother (and Father) of All Questions: Who is a Parent?” at the Annual Meeting of the Law & Society Association in Boston on May 31.

Stefan Krieger gave a talk “From the Barricades to the Classroom: Stories from Occupy Wall Street” at the Applied Storytelling Conference in London on July 23.

Irina Manta presented her paper “The High Cost of Law Sanctions” at a Suffolk University Law School faculty workshop on May 2 and at the Law and Society Association Annual Meeting in Boston on May 20. She also presented her project “Are Federal Criminal Sanction for IP Infringement Unconstitutional?” at the Intellectual Property Scholars Conference at the Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law on August 9.

Andrew Schepard participated in a panel discussion on “The Family Court of the Future,” on May 31 at the Conference of the Association of Family and Conciliation Courts in Los Angeles. Professor Schepard also moderated a panel discussion on “The Honoring Families Initiative of the Institute for the Advancement of the American Legal System,” on August 9 at the Family Law Institute of the Colorado State Bar Association. He further served as a principal consultant in the development of the multi-disciplinary training program at the University of Denver in August.

Barbara Stark presented “Why Legal Scholarship Matters Now” at the Annual Meeting of the Law & Society Association in Boston on May 29. Professor Stark also moderated a panel on “International Law and Its Discontents” at the 5th Annual International Law and Global Policy Conference at Harvard Law School on June 3. In addition, Professor Stark presented “Adoption Dilemmas and the Changing Adoption Zeitgeist” at the International Society of Family Law Conference at Brooklyn Law School on June 8 and "Empire State of Mind: Theorizing New York Family Law" at a
conference on the Jurisprudence of the Family at Cardozo Law School on June 10.

**QUOTED IN**


**Eric Freedman**, In a Rare Decision, New Yorker Is First in Decades Sentenced to Death, WNYC news, July 5; Death Penalty for Causing Miscarriages?, NY Daily News, June 9; Whether to Bring Death Penalty Charges Against Ariel Castro, Associated Press, June 2013; Pentagon Engaging in a Power Grab Against the Civilian Leadership, Washington’s Blog, May 17.


**Irina Manta**, Calif. AG Tees Up Preemption Fight On Film Piracy, LAW360, June 25.

BROADCAST APPEARANCES

**Alafair Burke** was interviewed by The Marc Steiner Show at WEAA, Baltimore’s National Public Radio station, to discuss the acquittal of George Zimmerman.

**Norman Silber** appeared on the cable television program “Books of Our Time” about his book *With All Deliberate Speed: The Life of Philip Elman*.

**CITATIONS**


**Yishai Boyarin**: 5 WASH. U. JURISPRUDENCE REV. 189.


**Ronald Colombo**: Conestoga Wood Specialties Corp. v. Sec'y of the United States HHS, 2013 WL 3845365 (3d Cir.)


Akilah Folami: 91 N.C.L. Rev. 1555.


Linda Galler: 66 Tax Law. 551.


Elizabeth Glazer: 56 N.Y.L. Sch. L. Rev. 1433, 122 Yale L.J. 2282.


Joanna Grossman, 16 J. Gender Race & Just. 769, 36 Harv. J. L. & Gender 405, 45 Conn. L. Rev. 1235.


Honors, Appointments and Other Acknowledgments

Alafair Burke has been selected by The Department of Justice’s National Advocacy Center to provide training for all Assistant U.S. Attorneys.

Juliana Campagna was invited to join the Steering Committee of the International Legal Education and Specialist Certification Committee of the American Bar Association.

Robin Charlow has joined the Board of Directors of the Federal Defenders of New York.

Katrina Fischer Kuh has been selected as the Stegner Center’s Fall 2013 Distinguished Young Environmental Scholar at the University of Utah College of Law.
Ashira Ostrow has been named one of two winners of Hofstra University’s 2012-2013 Lawrence A. Stessin Prize for Outstanding Scholarly Publication for her article *Land Law Federalism*.

Courtney Selby has been named a Best LGBT Lawyer under 40 by the National LGBT Bar Association.

**PRO BONO SERVICE**

Ronald Colombo joined an amicus brief authored by several law professors and submitted to the Supreme Court in the matter *Chadbourne & Park LLP v. Samuel Troice*.

Joanna Grossman co-authored an amicus brief in support of *certiorari* in *Young v. UPS*, a case about the scope of the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1976.

Ashira Ostrow joined an amicus brief authored by several law professors and submitted to the New York Court of Appeals in the matter *Norse Energy Corp. v. Town of Dryden*. 